Compensation of DNA stabilization and destabilization effects caused by cisplatin is partially disturbed in alkaline medium.
Binding of the antitumor compound cisplatin to DNA locally distorts the double helix. These distortions correlate with a decrease in DNA melting temperature (Tm). However, the influence of cisplatin on DNA stability is more complex because it decreases the DNA charge density. In this way, cisplatin increases the melting temperature and partially compensates for the destabilizing influence of structural distortions. The stabilization is stronger at low Na+ ion concentration. Due to this compensation, the total decrease in the DNA melting temperature after cisplatin binding is much lower than the decrease caused by the distortions themselves, especially at low [Na+]. It is shown in this study that, besides Na+ concentration, pH also strongly influences the value of a change in the melting temperature caused by cisplatin. In alkaline medium (pH=10.5-10.8), a fall in the melting temperature caused by platination is enhanced several times with respect to neutral medium. Such a stronger drop in Tm is explained by a decrease in pK values of base pairs caused by lowering the charge density under platination that facilitates proton release. At neutral pH, the proton release is low for both control and platinated DNA and does not influence the melting behavior. Therefore, lowering in the charge density under platination, besides stabilization, gives additional destabilization just in alkaline medium. Destabilization caused by structural distortions due to this pH induced compensation of stabilizing effect is more pronounced. In the presence of carbonate ion, destabilization caused by high pH value is strengthened. As a decrease in DNA charge density, interstrand crosslinking caused by cisplatin also increases the DNA stability due to loss in the entropy of the melted state. However, computer modeling of DNA stability demonstrates that interstrand crosslinks formed by cisplatin do not stabilize long DNA. It is shown that the increase in Tm caused by interstrand crosslinking itself is compensated for by a local destabilization of the double helix at the sites of location of interstrand crosslinks formed by cisplatin.